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machine to even the most peculiar of conditions, brought forth
a host of leaders and administrators of high merit, and called
out again those fine qualities both of the British soldier and of
the British people which many critics had begun to believe
dead rather than dormant. The result of the South African
War was as valuable as a testimony to the sound foundation of
our military institutions and to the survival of warlike enthusi-
asm and prowess in our highly civilised community as was the
course of the struggle in the strategic and tactical lessons which
it afforded, and the repairs and additions to our fighting
machine which it proved to be necessary and induced us to
undertake in the interlude between it and the Great War.
VI. towards armageddon, 1902-1914
The conclusion of the conflict in South Africa brought
with it the usual crop of post-war military troubles with which
this generation of soldiers is all too familiar. Among the most
acute of these was the re-formation of the Reserve after its
depletion by three years of high wastage, and the recruiting of
the army to a sufficient strength to find drafts for foreign
service. Several schemes were adopted with more or less
success until the whole question came to be dealt with in the
root-and-branch reorganisation of our military system under
Haldane.
In 1902 there were assembled two important Royal Com-
missions on military matters.   The Norfolk Commission dealt
with the future constitution of the Militia and Volunteers, and
its report, which was not acted .upon,  recommended the
adoption of a system of universal compulsory training for home
defence intone or other of these forces.   The Esher Committee
inquired into War Office organisation and our methods of
military administration generally, both of which were as a result
of its findings  radically remodelled.   The Commander-in-
Chief was done away with and in his place was set up an Army
Council consisting of military and civil members, while the
formation of an Imperial General Staff was also undertaken.
The army was redistributed into six army corps, only one of
which—that stationed at Aldershot—was in fact constituted,
the rest of the army remaining organised in six independent
divisions.   This was the situation when Haldane took office as
War Minister of a Liberal Government in 1906 and introduced
a series ^of army reform measures which for breadth of vision
and fruitfulness of result can only be paralleled by those of
Cardwell a generation before.
The main lines of his policy are well known.   The General

